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From: Councillor Robert Alden
Sent: 20 June 2016 15:46
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham Boundary Review part 1
Dear Commission,

Please find attached the Conservative Group Response to the Boundary Commission proposals. There are a number
of attached maps with further to follow in a second email.
Yours sincerely
Robert
Cllr Robert Alden
Erdington Ward
Please take pride in Erdington – Don’t drop litter
Leader of the Conservative Group on Birmingham City Council

***********************************************************************
***********************************************************************
The information contained within this e-mail (and any attachment) sent by Birmingham City Council is
confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for the named recipient or entity to whom it is
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient please accept our apologies and notify the sender
immediately. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not permitted and may be unlawful.
Any e-mail including its content may be monitored and used by Birmingham City Council for reasons of
security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff use. E-mail blocking
software may also be used. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the originator and do not
necessarily represent those of Birmingham City Council. We cannot guarantee that this message or any
attachment is virus free or has not been intercepted and amended.
***********************************************************************
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From: Councillor Robert Alden
Sent: 20 June 2016 15:48
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham Boundary submission part 2
Dear commission,
Please find the second part, in all there are maps for each area that has changes, an overview of the City map and a
map showing our amendments versus the Commission’s proposals.
Yours sincerely
Robert
Cllr Robert Alden
Erdington Ward
Please take pride in Erdington – Don’t drop litter
Leader of the Conservative Group on Birmingham City Council

***********************************************************************
***********************************************************************
The information contained within this e-mail (and any attachment) sent by Birmingham City Council is
confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for the named recipient or entity to whom it is
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient please accept our apologies and notify the sender
immediately. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not permitted and may be unlawful.
Any e-mail including its content may be monitored and used by Birmingham City Council for reasons of
security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff use. E-mail blocking
software may also be used. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the originator and do not
necessarily represent those of Birmingham City Council. We cannot guarantee that this message or any
attachment is virus free or has not been intercepted and amended.
***********************************************************************
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BIRMINGHAM ELECTORAL WARD BOUNDARIES

Response to Boundary Commission
Draft Recommendations
June 2016

Birmingham City Council Conservative Group
Contact:
Cllr Robert Alden,
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Introduction
We would like to start by thanking the commission for having made some changes to the proposals put forward at the
previous stage and so allowing residents a further say to try and ensure these boundaries are best for the local areas
possible.
However it is clear in particular areas that some bits still need to be amended to reflect community links and identity
better. Therefore we have put forward changes in Sutton Coldfield to reflect on a Council of 102 Sutton Coldifeld fits
11 Councillors. In the North Birmingham area we have put forward minimum changes that clearly allow the
commission to fit residents wishes for minor changes.
Summary
We have broken the City down into a number of sections for the purpose of looking at what changes we recommend
the Commission make. We have again agreed with communities in Sutton Coldfield, which wanted Whitehouse
Common to be recognised in a ward of their own, rather than being split over two. This means we are proposing 11
rather than 10 in Sutton Coldfield. This will also future proof the proposals against the some 6000 new houses the
Council expect to be built in Sutton Coldfield by 2030.
The proposed changes will lead to 44 single member wards and 29 two member wards.
Overall the changes proposed here would mean the average variance in the number of electors per a ward is lower
than what the commission proposed. This means that the proposals better meet the equality of elector’s requirement
of the commission criteria.
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Summary of our suggested changes to Boundary
Commission Draft Recommendations
In the appendix there are zoomed in maps for each of the following areas, highlighting where we propose amendments
Northfield area
In the Northfield area we are proposing that the commission makes two changes. Firstly to Northfield Ward returning the area removed around
Northfiled’s Park, Victoria Common to the Northfield Ward, where it is closely connected. To the southern end of the Northfield Ward proposed,
the area around the Longbridge Railway Station, should be added to the Longbridge, Rubery and Rednal Ward. This area had previously been
left out of that ward. However now that it includes the name Longbridge, the area around Longbridge station and the Bristol Road must be
included in the ward as well. We also propose the ward is named Longbridge, Rubery and Rednal not Longbridge and Rubery Rendal as there
is no such place as Rubery Rednal, it is two separate places. These changes would have no impact on any other wards.
The final change in this area is to merge the West Heath North and West Heath South Wards into a two member ward called West Heath. The
commission has accepted that key parts of the West Heath Community are in both the northern and southern wards, therefore it makes sense
for the area to be combined into a single West Heath Ward given the border is not clearly identifiable between the North and South wards it
makes more sense for it to be one ward.
Also shown on the same map is the Stirchley Ward. Here we propose just a single change to move the ‘Kings Heath triangle’ as it is known
locally into the Kings Heath Ward. For the rest of the cross city line in south Birmingham the commission has said wards should not cross it.
Therefore it seems strange that this small area which is part of the Kings Heath community to be in Stirchley when the numbers do not require
it.
All together these changes would be a good compromise between the detailed community submissions received at the previous consultation
stage and the commissions latest draft plans.
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Selly Park area
In this area we looked closely at the submissions received, of which over 50 were from this area, all asking for the two member ward of
Bournbrook and Selly Park to be split into the two communities that have been put together. This is clearly an example of what moving to a mix
of single and two member wards was designed to meet. We have therefore put forward a proposal to split the ward into the two clear
communities that it is made of.
Harborne/Quinton area
The commission received numerous submissions in this area proposing different boundaries. However it is clear from what has been out
forward that the Welsh House Farm area to the right of the multi lane Quinton Boulevard as you look at a map is part of Harborne. Therefore we
propose returning this to Harborne, where it has always been until 2004, this allows the area around Croftdown Road which has always been in
Quinton Ward to be retained in Quinton Ward. This proposal also provides a more equal balance of electors.
Hall Green area
The commission had significant responses from the Hall Green Community and we welcome the commission changes, in part. The proposals
put to the commission included a number of different multi and single member wards. While it was clear from the submissions that all the area
covered by wards called Hall Green, it is also clear that you could split or join the north or central areas in a number of ways. Therefore we are
proposing that the most sensible solution would be to split the Hall Green North ward into two single member wards. This ensures part of the
Hall Green community features are in each ward and also means that no part of Hal Green gets preferential treatment over the other. Which
may happen if one part is only half the size of the other.
Ladywood area
The commission received a large number of comments about the Jewellery Quarter and North Edgbaston area, over 110 comments, over 90%
of which objected to the commissions proposals. In both cases they were clear that they wanted there communities to be given their own area
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instead of joined to either Soho or Winson Green as proposed by the Commission. Taking the Commission proposal in this area for three two
member wards of North Edgbaston, Ladywood and Soho and Jewellery Quarter wards. We are proposing three minor amendments to allow the
community requests to be met by the Commission. The split of the North Edgbaston Ward to include the polling distircts north of the Hagley
Road from Harborne and Edgbaston plus the area around the reservoir to the West of the current Ladywood Ward allows the resident requested
North Edgbaston Ward to be created. Indoing this it allows the area of Soho moved into the North Edgbaston Ward, to be returned to Soho. This
in turn allows the Jewellery Quarter to be it’s own ward as requested by the local Neighbourhood Forum, businesses and residents. This in turn
allows a two member Ladywood Ward to be retained.
Therefore these minor changes allow the commission to retain two member wards of Ladywood and Soho which both contain only areas in the
current Ladywood and Soho wards, as the commission put forward but also allows single member wards of North Edgbaston and Jewellery
Quarter wards as proposed by residents.
Alum Rock/Ward End area
There was a large submission from residents of Glebe Farm highlighting that the area near Alum Rock added to the Glebe Farm and Tile Cross
Ward was clearly not part of the community. IT also requires breaking a number of clear boundarires which the Commission has established,
namely the Railway line and the River Cole. Therefore we propose two amendments in this area to put part of the Glebe Farm and Tile Cross
Ward back into the Alum Rock and Ward End Wards. This involves using the railway and the river as the border. It means that the communities
which are more closely identified by residents would be retained. Although it leaves slightly large wards, these are in proportion to wards
proposed by the commission and clearly meet the natural community and clear border aspects of the commissions criteria.
Perry Barr area
While supporting the breakdown of Perry Hall and Perry Beeches single member wards, as the most sensible place to split the commuituies if
you were to. We do think that the area should be combined into a 2 member ward called Perry Barr. Perry Barr is the neighbourhood name that
residents would connect to and so this would be more sensible for residents.
Kingstanding/Oscott area
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Kingstanding and Oscott had a large number of responses , over 250 of which over 85% of the responses objected to the commission proposals
for this area. The comments from residents clearly identified that the commission had a piece of Oscott (called Bandywood) to the north of the
ward in Kingstanding Ward and are area to the south of the Oscott Ward which is known as Kingstanding around Hawthorn Road shopping
centre that should be in Kingstanding Ward. We have therefore put forward that these two areas should be swapped as residents have
overwhelmingly requested. This change would not affect any other area and would allow the commission to meet the request of over 220
residents at the previous consultation phase.
Erdington/Stockland Green area
The commission received almost 400 responses in this part of the City at the last consultation phase with over 90% of them objecting. The
commission has listened in part by putting some of the core Erdington area back together but has not listed to changes listed elsewhere in the
area. Having again been approached by the North Birmingham Community together residents group we have agreed to subbport there changes
for this area. The changes propose the return of the area in CIF north of the Chester Road to Erdington Ward. This can be donw by 4 minor
movings of polling distircts to better meet community indentity. The Pype Hayes Ward gains DLB which is part of the Pype Hayes Parish. The
Tyburn Ward (which we would prefer to be called Gravelly Hill Ward as this name has more connection locally) boundary to the west should be
the railway line rather than the road given the railway line is sunken significantly below the height of the surrounding residential area. In
Stockland Green the area called Wyrley Birch (COF) which faces the main park in Stockland Green. The commission has this in Perry Common
but the area has no connection to Perry Common at all. Finally Perry Common should gain CIA, the Court Farm area.
If the Commission was minded the Stockland Green ward could easily be split into two along the Marsh Hill/Reservoir Road line as well as this
is a clearly identify area for local residents.
Sutton Coldfield area
In the Sutton Coldfield area there was a request for 11 Councillors both due to the population size and also to allow a Whitehouse Common
Ward. This was supported by the residents groups which wrote into the Council as well. We have amended the boundaries proposed in this are
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to show how a mimimum affect boundary could be done to deliver 11 Councillors and Whitehouse Common Ward on the basis put forward by
the Commission.
It should also be noted that the population figures put forward by the commission on page 7-9 are wrong.
The commission highlighted that on 101 Councillors the population figure per a Councillor is 8053. Therefore the population of the whole of
Sutton Coldfield is 83765. This divided by 8053 is 10.40 Councillors. However the figure of 8053 was derived by dividing 813401 by 101.
However if there is an 11th Councillor in Sutton Coldfield then the population of Birmingham would be divided by 102 to create the population per
Councillor figure not 101 due to the extra Councillor. This gives a number of 813401/102=7974.5. This means 83765/7975=10.504. Given this
number is over 10.5 it should therefore be rounded to 11 as per the conventions used.
In addition to that I understand that Sutton Coldfield Conservative Associaition have discovered a number of planning approvals that have
happened since the date was produced, but which are already starting to be built which shows the population is going to be even higher in
2021.
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Our comments on the Boundary Commission Draft
Recommendations
Sutton Coldfield
In the Royal Town of Sutton Coldfield we have listened to the views of residents in the Whitehouse Common area and have spoken to the Town
Council referendum group about what would best work both for the residents and for the communities as well as the Town Council going
forward. Therefore we are proposing a single member Whitehouse Common Ward is created in this area. This will also mean that a few
anomalies in other wards can also be corrected. This also reflects the break down of the population numbers which on a Council of 102 shows
that Sutton Coldfield should have 11 Councillors.
Finally we have also agreed with the TCRG and the Boldmere Mums group, among other residents groups that Sutton Park should be split up
across all the wards that border the site, not just left in Four Oaks. The Park has significant community connection and it is right to have more
than one ward associated with it and we appreciate the Commission reflect this in the new draft.
Ward name
Sutton Four
Oaks Ward

Electorate
7219

No of Cllrs
1

Hectares
530.62

Sutton Mere
Green Ward

7519

1

467.97

Sutton
Reddicap Ward

7668

1

245.68
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Detail
We propose only a minor change to the Eastern border of
the draft ward to make a neater border that makes more
sense locally. In addition we support the communities
request for the park to be split between multiple wards.
We propose a minor change to the draft ward by neating
the borders with Four Oaks and Roughley Wards to better
reflect the local community.
We amend the draft ward by adding the Reddicap Heath
area which was included in Walmley to the South and
then by removing the Whitehouse Common area to the
North.

Ward name
Sutton
Roughley Ward

Electorate
7683

No of Cllrs
1

Hectares
533.14

Sutton Trinity
Ward

7691

1

430.66

Sutton Vesey
Ward

15738

2

994.19

Sutton Walmley
& Minworth
Ward
Sutton
Whitehouse
Common Ward

15482

2

1702.78

7219

1

546.41

Sutton Wylde
Green Ward

7552

1

310.25
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Detail
We propose a minor amendment to the West of the Ward
to take account of the fact the A453 Tamworth Road is a
major road which the community simply does not cross
over. To the North of the road is Roughley, to the South
of the road is Whitehouse Common.
We propose using the railway line as the border on the
Eastern side of the ward. This means the Whitehouse
Common community can be reunitedin one ward. To the
South the town centre areas of Boldmere and Wylde
Green are returned to theTrinity Ward.
We propose only a minor amendment to the Northern
border to return the border road, currently split, to Maney
Ward where it belongs.
We propose only a minor amendment to the Northern
border to take the Reddicap area of Thimble End and
return it to the Reddicap Ward.
In the draft scheme the Whitehouse Common Community
was split between Roughley, Town Centre area and
Reddicap Wards. By removing those areas from each
ward we have created a Whitehouse Common Ward.
We propose only a minor amendment to the northen
border of the ward to keep all of the Town Centre in the
proposed Trinity Ward.

North Birmingham - Erdington/Stockland Green Area
In the North Birmingham area, between the M6 and Sutton Coldfield, there has been significant public opposition to the proposals that have
been put forward by the commission, even after the initial amendments by the commission. We have been contacted by, and met a coalition of
Community Groups called North Birmingham Community Together. Having met with them we agree that their proposed changes are best for the
local area and therefore are supporting them in full for the North Birmingham area. They are split across the following two sections.
The creation of a Perry Common Ward that doesn’t include all of Perry Common and the break-up of a historic community in Erdington when
the core Erdington area that has been in Erdington Ward since Erdington joined Birmingham in 1911 and has always been in Erdington ward is
the correct size for a two member ward. The resident proposals here resolve all of these issues and so should be adopted, especially since they
clearly fit with the commissions proposals and so allow a compromise of the over all basis laid by the commission and the wishes of local
residents.
They also have the additional benefit of being a much fairer representation for electors with an average variation from the average number of
electors of 3.6% compared to the commissions 4.5%. This will therefore better ensure equality of electors in the area.
The changes proposed only require minor changes moving one polling district between each ward to make the community views heard.
Ward name
Castle Vale
Ward

Electorate
7405

No of Cllrs
1

Hectares
247.33

Erdington Ward

15861

2

388.52
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Detail
The commission recognised the fact Castle Vale is a
clear community in it’s own right despite being on the
lower side of the allowed size and we support the ward.
Erdington is a historical ommunity which has been around
since at least the Doomsday Book. The community
expanded rapidly with the addition of the railway station in
Victorian times. However the community was already well
established from Court Lane to Station Road and down to

Ward name

Electorate

No of Cllrs

Hectares

Perry Common
Ward

8525

1

215.68

Pype Hayes
Ward

7847

1

484.98

Stockland

15766

2

484.83
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Detail
Spring Lane with cottages that date back to the 1600’s to
the early 1800’s still visable in each location. Having had
a well established Urban District Council before being
combined into Birmingham in the early 1900’s the
community remains fiercely independent and proud. Our
proposed changes would ensure the listed Erdington
Abbey and a large number of other Erdington community
assets are kept in an Erdington Ward. The commission
had proposed taking the top end of Erdington High Street
towards the Cross Keys out of Erdington, clearly a local
High Street can’t be broken like this so we suggest it
should be returned into Erdignton Ward. It also restores
the Gravelly Lane/Goosemoore Lane and Orphanage
Road parts of Erdington to Erdington Ward.
The draft Perry Common Ward had a large area of Perry
Common round Court Farm Primary School excluded
from the ward our changes would reinstate this in Perry
Common. To the south of the ward the Wyrley Birch area
of Stockland Green is then returned to Stockland Green
Ward
The Pype Hayes community is a very established
community, but one whose size does not meet a single
member ward. The Commission proposed adding part of
Erdington around the Yenton Pub to Pype Hayes to make
up the numbers. We agree with the community that the
best way to make Pype Hayes large enough is to add the
small Birches Green community to Pype Hayes. This
makes sense due to the shared high street The Norton
and also means the ward is closer to the average number
of electors than the draft ward was.
We previously proposed changes to ensure the ward of

Ward name
Green Ward

Electorate

No of Cllrs

Hectares

Tyburn Ward
(we would call
the ward
Gravelly Hill)

7303

1

230.77
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Detail
Stockland Green more closely resembles the Parish of
Stockland Green. However the submissions received
although less in number than supported a single member
Stockland Green Ward did make the view that the
Brookvale area and upper Slade Road area would feel
part of Stockland Green Ward. Therefore we can support
a two member Stockland Green, however it still is missing
the Wyrley Birch area which clearly connects to the
Stockland Green area, being part of the Stockland Green
Parish and sharing a park. It has no connection real or
virtual with the Perry Common area. To the Suth East we
propose the Railway line as the border allowing a more
defined border with the Tyburn Ward.
Taking the basis put forward by the Commision we
propose the DLB polling district which is part of the Parish
of Pype Hayes should be moved to Pype Hayes. This
allows the Western border to be the clearly defined
railway line which works better than the proposed road
border. This also allows the views put forward by Alison
Foden, Manager of Homestart to the last consultation to
be heard as well were she said “Six Ways has always
been a natural junction between Erdington, Stockland
Green and Gravelly Hill and the people we support
recognise this”. Only these changes would allow that
natural junction to be maintained.

North Birmingham – Kingstanding/Oscott Area
There has been a lot of upset over the breaking up of Oscott, with Bandywood being proposed to be taken out and the splitting of the Hawthorn
Road community/shopping centre. The proposal put forward by the Community requires just a simple swap between an area to the South of
Oscott swapping with the North of Kingstanding Ward. It also prevents the plans put forward by the Labour party to creat two wards of non
matching community just to try and keep all the social housing in one ward and all the private housing in a different ward. Locally residents have
raised serious concerns over this.
Ward name
Kingstanding
Ward

Electorate
15237

No of Cllrs
2

Hectares
354.99

Oscott Ward

15883

2

437.13
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Detail
Kingstanding is a well known community and our
alternative proposals would ensure that their local High
Street on Hawthorn Road is not spilit between two wards.
This is done by adding the area south of Hawthorn Road,
which has a Kingstanding address and postcode, to
Kingstanding Ward. This allows the Bandywood area of
Oscott to be returned to Oscott Ward, in which it has
always been. With this change the tradidional border of
Kingstanding Road, separating Kingstanding and Oscott
can be retained. These changes ensure the best
representation of the local communities.
In the draft proposals the Oscott community is broken into
two, with the whole of the northern Oscott area, all with
an Oscott address taken out and a large area to the south
with a Kingstanding postcode retained. Therefore our
changes correct this and ensure the retention of all of
Oscott within the Oscott Ward.

West Birmingham
In West Birmingham the major areas of contention raised with us or in the press has been over three main areas. The Jewellery Quarter, North
Edgbaston/Summerfield and Handsworth. In the Jewellery Quarter, various neighbourhood groups have been asking for a single member
Jewellery Quarter Ward. We would support this proposal, given the areas clear identity. Therefore we propose joining the Jewellery Quarter
area with the City Centre to make a ward big enough to be a single member ward. In the Summerfield/North Edgbaston area we have proposed
a sinlge member ward. Residents have raised concerns over the North Edgbaston areas which are currently in Harborne/Edgbaston being
combined with Soho region.
Ward name

Electorate

Aston Ward
Birchfield Ward
Handsworth
Ward
Handsworth
Wood Ward
Holyhead Ward
Jewellery
Quarter

15402
7817
8042

No of
Cllrs
2
1
1

15564

2

609.87

7681
7449

1
1

140.23
245.55

Ladywood
Ward

15230

2

307.19

Hectares
336.32
146.63
150.44
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Detail
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We propose joining the Jewellery Quarter area with the
City Centre to make a ward big enough to be a single
member ward. This makes a lot of sense as the Jewellery
Quarter is another retail area closely connected to the
City Centre, indeed the conservation zone comes all the
way to the City Centre. The City Council is also currently
doing road works to improve the accessability of the area
with the City Centre and they share a railway station at
Snow Hill which has one enterance in the Jewellery
Quarter and on in the City Centre.
This ward is the majority of the proposed Ladywood, with
the minor amendment to the West of returning the
Ladywood area around Spring Hill that has always been

Lozells Ward
Newtown Ward
North
Edgbaston
Ward

7619
8151
8869

1
1
1

112.32
221.33
219.46

Perry Barr
Ward

15579

2

645.57

Soho Ward

14747

2

358.17
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in Ladywood Ward since it was created. To North the City
Centre area we would move into the Jewellery Quarter
given the fact they have a lot of interlinked areas and
conservation area.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
This ward meets the requirements put forward by
residents in the previous consultation while also allowing
the Soho area to remain united in a ward they would
recognise. Based on the polling distircts that have
historical connections.
If the Perry Barr community was to be split then the
commissions proposal is the best location on which to do
it. However we are stongly of the view that Perry Beeches
and Perry Hall should be combined into a two member
Perry Barr Ward. It should be noted the area was all in
the Perry Barr Urban Council and is an area with history
going back for a couple of hundred years. The community
across the two single member wards would consider
themselves part of Perry Barr first and foremost.
Our proposals in this area would leave a two member
ward which contains only areas that have always been in
Soho Ward historically. This is in effect the core Soho
community. It also allows the creation of a Jewellery
Quarter Ward as asked by residents.

Edgbaston area
In the Edgbaston area we are only proposing a minor change to the Harborne/Quinton area to better reflect historical borders and communities.
Ward name
Bartley Green
Ward
Edgbaston
Ward
Harborne Ward

Electorate
16901

No of Cllrs
2

Hectares
827.46

15329

2

789.93

17169

2

513.64

Quinton Ward

16399

2

474.74

Detail
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
The draft Harborne Ward does not contain any of the
Welsh House Estate. Both of these are part of Harborne
and the Welsh House Farm Estate was only removed for
the first time ever in 2004. We propose that these are
returned to the Harborne Ward while the Quinborne area
which has been added to the Harborne Ward is returned
to Quinton Ward where it has always been.
We welcome the commission returning part of the
Metchley Estate that was previously removed.
We propose one simple swap to secure a ward which
actually represents the community of Quinton. The
Quinborne area of Quinton which has been put in
Harborne should be returned to Quinton and the Welsh
House Farm Estate which has been put in Quinton should
be returned back to the Harborne Ward , which it belongs
in.

South West Birmingham
In South West Birmingham the major concerns raised with the group rested on a couple of key areas. In Northfield it was highlighted by the
community groups that a number of areas of Northfield had been kept out of Northfield. In Longbridge area now there is a Longbridge Ward the
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area around the station should be included in Longbridge Ward. Finally in Stirchley we propose the return of the Kings Heath Triangle to Kings
Heath.
We have proposed amendments to fit all these aspects of the communities concerns.
Ward name
Allens Cross
Ward
Bournville &
Cotteridge
Ward
Frankley Great
Park Ward
King's Norton
North Ward
King's Norton
South Ward
Longbridge,
Rubery and
Rednal Ward

Electorate
8019

No of Cllrs
1

Hectares
189.76

14910

2

497.35

8753

1

274.84

8160

1

352.42

8162

1

267.14

8623

1

347.92

Northfield Ward

8767

1

271.66

Weoley & Selly
Oak Ward
West Heath
Ward

16799

2

534.38

15361

2

370.63
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Detail
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward
We propose only a minor change to the border with
Northfield to return some areas of Northfield to the
Northfield Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
However we have amended the name to reflect there is
no area called Rubery Rednal, it is infact two different
areas.
In Northfield it was highlighted by the HLB and the
Business Improvement District that part of Northfield High
Street, Victoria Park (Northfields Park) and the parish
school and boundary are being broken. Therefore we
have amended the borders to account of this.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
In this area we have proposed the combination of the two
West Heath Wards given the clear connections between
the two areas which have been identified by the

Ward name

Electorate

No of Cllrs

Hectares

Detail
commission as all being part of the West Heath
Community.

East Birmingham – North of the Railway
In East Birmingham, we felt there was a number of areas which could better reflect the local communities of the area. For example the
Commission admits that Bromford and Hodge Hill are two different areas but then adds them together rather than having two single member
wards here, while we have accepted the propose given the commission refusal to split the area at the previous consultation, we would also
support splitting the ward if the commission now felt minded. The same is true of the huge Glebe Farm and Kitts Green Ward the commission
proposed which span half the width of the City. We can agree with the commission that the majority of the area can should be combined to a
two member ward. However the area to the far of the Railway and River should be returned to Alum Rock and Ward End Wards.
Ward name
Alum Rock
Ward

Electorate
18610

No of Cllrs
2

Hectares
304.72

Bromford &
Hodge Hill
Ward
Glebe Farm &
Tile Cross Ward

15215

2

408.56

Detail
We propose one very small amendment to the border of
the ward on the eastern side to make it match up with the
local community. This ensures the railway line which the
commission has stated is a clear border is not broken and
linked to an area over four miles away.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.

15382

2

484.93
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The commissions draft proposal combined Glebe Farm
with Tile Cross, Kitts Green and parts of Alum Rock and
Ward End. Our changes propose using the River Cole
and Railway line as the Commission has stated are

Ward name

Electorate

No of Cllrs

Hectares

Nechells Ward
Shard End
Ward
Ward End Ward

8617
8585

1
1

575.18
265.71

9287

1

270.34

Detail
barriers. This means that a section north of the river is
returned to Ward End and Alum Rock Wards to better
reflect community identity. This takes into account the
lasreg response from local residents in this area
previously.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
The commissions draft proposal combined Glebe Farm
with Tile Cross, Kitts Green and parts of Alum Rock and
Ward End. Our changes propose using the River Cole
and Railway line as the Commission has stated are
barriers. This means that a section north of the river is
returned to the Ward End Ward.

East Birmingham – South of the Railway
We do not propose any changes in this area.
Ward name
Acocks Green
Ward
Bordesley &
Highgate Ward
Bordesley
Green Ward
Garretts Green
Ward

Electorate
17431

No of Cllrs
2

Hectares
377.41

7367

1

391.64

7795

1

157.71

7314

1

245.81
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Detail
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.

Ward name
Heartlands
Ward
Sheldon Ward
Small Heath
Ward
South Yardley
Ward
Tyseley & Hay
Mills Ward
Yardley East
Ward
Yardley West &
Stechford Ward

Electorate
7875

No of Cllrs
1

Hectares
224.02

15629
14677

2
2

484.05
229.63

7809

1

215.5

8500

1

306.96

8545

1

193.81

7979

1

174.13

Detail
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.

South East Birmingham
In South East Birmingham we have generally supported the changes which were made last time to listen to resident views. We have proposed
minor changes to Hall Green to provide three Hall Green single member wards. The other main issue is the clear statement from residents
asking for the Bournbrook area to be separate to the Selly Park area. Therefore we are asking the commission to listen to residents here.

Ward name
Balsall Heath
Ward
Billesley Ward

No of
Cllrs
7728
15412

Variance 2021

Electorate

1

138.07

2

494.51
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Detail
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
Subject to views expressed below for Sparkbrook Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.

Ward name
Bournbrook

No of
Cllrs
9014

Variance 2021

Electorate

Detail

1

60.92

We ask the commission to listen to the 50 plus residents
who responded to the Commission asking for the
Bournbrook/Selly Park area to be split as per commission
guidance and the commission accepting the areas were
separate.
We do not propose any changes to the draft external
borders of the Ward, rather we thing the area would be
best served by three single member wards all sharing
part of Hall Greens history but ensuring no one area is
larger than the other. This would mean Hall Green
Central is based on the Highfield Road, Robin Hood
Island Shopping Centres and the Hall Green North Ward
based on the Hall Green Shopping Parade. It is clear
from the submissions that the wider Hall Green
community is very large so the proposal to have three
Hall Green single member wards would allow both the
Hall Green identity to remain but also each area to have
the more local identity of their area as well.
We do not propose any changes to the draft external
borders of the Ward, rather we thing the area would be
best served by three single member wards all sharing
part of Hall Greens history but ensuring no one area is
larger than the other. This would mean Hall Green
Central is based on the Highfield Road, Robin Hood
Island Shopping Centres and the Hall Green North Ward
based on the Hall Green Shopping Parade. It is clear
from the submissions that the wider Hall Green
community is very large so the proposal to have three
Hall Green single member wards would allow both the
Hall Green identity to remain but also each area to have

Hall Green
Central

8579

1

200.66

Hall Green
North Ward

7940

1

178.33
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Detail
the more local identity of their area as well.

Hall Green
South Ward
Highter's Heath
Ward
King's Heath
Ward
Monyhull Ward
Moseley Ward
Selly Park Ward

8569

1

211.82

8472

1

187.94

15641

2

393.47

8103
17619
7628

1
2
1

237.59
593.84
199.95

Sparkbrook
Ward

16239

2

352.76

Sparkhill Ward
Stirchley Ward

14991
7752

2
1

201.46
189.66
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We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We propose only a minor change to place the Kings
Heath Triangle in Kings Heath Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We ask the commission to listen to the 50 plus residents
who responded to the Commission asking for the
Bournbrook/Selly Park area to be split as per commission
guidance and the commission accepting the areas were
separate.
We are not proposing changes however we would also
support this ward being split to make it a Sparkbrook
Ward and a Balsall Heath East Ward or two member
Balsall Heath Ward as requested by residents.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Ward.
We propose only a minor change to place the Kings
Heath Triangle in Kings Heath Ward

